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 In this work, we examine the direct-current (DC) behavior and the radio 

frequency (RF) performance of both single-gate simple-channel (SGSC), 

single-gate double-channel (SGDC) and double-gate double-channel 

(DGDC) AlGaN/GaN/BGaN high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) with 

BGaN back-barriers consist of 250 nm gate length. Using technology 

computer aided design (TCAD) Silvaco, our isothermal simulation results 

reveal that the proposed structure of double-gate double-channel HEMT 

with BGaN back-barriers (DGDCBB HEMT) increases electron 

concentration and consequently the saturation drain current, breakdown 

voltage, the transconductance. On the other hand, decreases the gate leakage 

current compared to a conventional HEMT and to a double-channel HEMT 

back-barriers. Furthermore, the proposed double-gate double-channel back-

barrier HEMT device shows good cutoff frequency (94 GHz) and a 

maximum oscillation frequency (170 GHz). These results suggest that 

double-gate double channel HEMT back-barriers could be useful for high 

frequency and high-power microwave applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, III-N Nitride semiconductor materials such as gallium nitride (GaN) and its alloys has an 

excellent physical, electrical and thermal properties, these properties include in particular the excellent wide 

band gap energy (3.43 eV), high saturation velocity (3x107 cm/s), high thermal conductivity (1.3 W/cmK) 

[1], [2], high optical phonon energy (87.3 meV), and high critical electric field (150 Kv/cm) which are a great 

reasons for its usage in high temperature, high-speed and for next-generation power applications [3], [4]. 

New telecommunications systems require very fast and low noise circuits. Compared to silicon (Si), the 

physical properties of III-N materials (such as AlGaN, InGaN, BGaN and GaN) are the most suitable for this 

type of radio-frequency (RF) application. The most commonly used field effect transistor to design these 

systems is the high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs). 

The HEMT technology based on aluminium gallium nitride (AlGaN)/gallium nitride (GaN) hetero 

interface are appealing for power-switching, high temperature and millimeter-wave applications because this 

device has an excellent electronic properties, such as high breakdown field, high mobility and high sheet-

carrier density of the two-dimensional electron gas (2-DEG [5], [6] comparing with conventional HEMTs 

devices [7], [8]. Despite the interesting characteristics of the HEMTs transistors, there are many parasitic 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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effects which severely limits the direct-current characteristics and the radio-frequency performance of 

AlGaN/GaN-based HEMTs, such effects include current collapse, gate and drain lag, self-heating effects, the 

trapping effects. These undesirable effects have been analyzed and reported by several researchers [9]–[18]. 

As well known, from a physical point of view, the origin of the trapping effects on AlGaN/GaN HEMT is 

associated with the presence of traps positioned in the GaN buffer layer or at the device surface [14]. 

In the previous work, the degradation of the trapping effect in the AlGaN/GaN HEMT have been 

realized by including the boron (B) into gallium nitride (GaN) binary, because boron gallium nitride (BGaN) 

alloys possess very interesting physical properties [19], [20]. However, it is demonstrated that the leakage 

current in the GaN buffer layer decreases by the use of BGaN as back-barrier layers, on the other hand, the 

resistivity of the epitaxial layer of HEMTs devices increases [21]–[23] 

In order to improve the performance, and reliability of AlGaN/GaN HEMT, we propose in this 

paper a novel structure double-gate double-channel HEMT wurtzite AlGaN/GaN with B0.01Ga0.99N back 

barrier and compare its direct-current (DC) and RF characteristics with the conventional and double-channel 

AlGaN/GaN/BGaN HEMT. Numerical devices isothermal simulations are performed to describe significant 

physics in the DC and the alternate current (AC) performance of Al0.26Ga0.74N/GaN/B0.01Ga0.99N HEMTs 

with gates length of 250 nm by using calibrated TCAD models. Also, we address the relative merits of each 

technology.   

The following section includes the physical model in terms of the basic differential equations and the 

materials model employed for the analysis of Al0.26Ga0.74N/GaN/B0.01Ga0.99N HEMT. Section 3 shows the 

devices structures of this work. In section 4, the results of the simulated DC and RF characteristics are 

discussed and explained in detail, a comparison of our simulation results is made to validate the results and 

consequently prove the importance of this research on HEMT based GaN and its alloys materials for the  

high-frequency and high-power circuits and systems applications. Finally, conclusions are presented. 

 
 
2. PHYSICAL MODEL OF ALGAN/GAN/BGAN HEMT 

The direct-current network characteristic of AlGaN/GaN/BGaN HEMTs is determined by using the 

drift-diffusion transport model. Generally, the basic differential equations governing the physical and 

electrical operation of the HEMT transistor are equations of potential and electron and hole concentrations. 

The conventional formulation of drift-diffusion equations in terms of the electron and hole current densities 

are expressed as (1) and (2) [24]: 

 

J⃗n = qn μn En
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + qDn∇n (1) 

 

J⃗p = qp μp Ep
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ − qDp∇p (2) 

 

where, μn and μp are the electron and hole motilities, Dn and Dp are diffusion coefficients for electron and 

hole, respectively. The effective electric fields which take account of bandgap narrowing effects are defined 

as (3), (4) [24]: 

 

En
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ =  −∇ (ψ +

kTL

q
lnnie) (3) 

 

Ep
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ =  −∇ (ψ +

kTL

q
lnpie) (4) 

 
2.1. Materials model 

Among the fundamental physical parameters of any semiconductors is the bandgap energy. For 

AlxGa1−xN, the variation of the band gap energy with aluminum (Al) composition (x) is expressed as [25]:  

 

Eg(x) = (1 − x)Eg(GaN) + xEg(AlN) − bx(1 − x) (5) 

 

where, b is the bowing factor (b 1 eV), the band gap energy value of GaN, Eg(GaN) 3.5 eV, and the band 

gap energy value of aluminum nitride (AlN), Eg(AlN)6.1 eV. For BGaN, the band gap energy of is 

calculated from [22]:  

 

Eg (B𝑥Ga1−𝑥N) =  x. Eg (BN)  +  (1 –  x). Eg (GaN) −  C(1 −  x) (6) 
 

where, C is the bowing factor (C = 9.2  0.5 eV), the band gap of boron nitride (BN), Eg (BN)=5.5 eV [26].  
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The band diagrams of heterojunctions interface aligned by Anderson’s electron affinity 𝑋 model. 

The variation of the electron affinity directly contributes to the variation of band alignments given as (7) [27]. 

 
∆Ec

∆Ev
=  

0,7

0,3
  (7) 

 

For AlxGa1−xN and BxGa1−xN, the dependence of the dielectric permittivity with the composition fraction (x) 

of gallium is calculated as (8), (9) [28]:  

 

ɛ(AlxGa1−xN) = 8.5x+8.9(1− x) (8) 

 

ε(BxGa1−xN) = 7.1x + 8.9(1 – x) (9) 

 

The effective masses for AlGaN and BGaN alloys as a function of composition fraction 𝑥 of gallium is given 

as (10) to (13) [29]. 

 

me (AlxGa1−xN) = 0.314x + 0.2(1 − x)  (10) 

 

mh (AlxGa1−xN) = 0.417x + 1.0(1 − x) (11) 

 

me (BxGa1−xN) = 0.35x + 0.21(1 − x) (12) 

 

mh (BxGa1−xN) = 0.37x + 1.0(1 − x) (13) 

 

The dependence of the electric field with mobility is defined by the following Caughey and Thomas  

expression that takes account the saturation velocities vsatn and vsatp of electrons and holes, respectively 

[30]: 

 

μn(E) =  μn0 [
1

1+(
μn0E

vsatn
)

βn]

1/βn

 (14) 

 

μp(E) =  μp0 [
1

1+(
μp0E

vsatp
)

βp]

1/βp

 (15) 

 

where, n and p are constants, μn0, μp0 are the electron and hole mobilities at low electric field, and E is the 

parallel electric field. Using the software package Atlas from Silvaco, we specified drift-diffusion model with 

Gummel-Newton method and their coefficients for each material such as AlGaN, GaN, BGaN, AlN, …, also, 

we specified the bandgap energy, electron affinity, permittivity, conduction and valence band density of 

states, mobility, velocity, impact ionization effect (local and non-local), with material and mobility 

statements. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED DEVICES STRUCTURES  

The proposed devices structures which are analyzed and simulated using Atlas of Silvaco TCAD 

software [31], along with the devices dimensions and material of various layers used is presented in Figure 1 

and Figure 2. The conventional structure of simple-gate simple-channel (SGSC) HEMT with BGaN back 

barriers is reported by Gassoumi et al. [32]. In this work, the gate(s) length of the proposed devices structures 

of both simulated SGDC HEMT and DGDC HEMT with BGaN back barriers is 250 nm, the structures 

consists of silicon as substrate, an undoped AlN/AlGaN buffer layer with a thickness of 500 nm, followed by 

a 1800 nm undoped GaN channel, a 23 nm thickness of undoped Al0.26Ga0.74N barrier layer. Finally, 1 nm 

was added as n+ GaN cap layer. For SGDC HEMT, the gate-source and the gate-drain spacing are 0.77 μm 

and 1.32 μm, respectively. For DGDC HEMT, the gate-source and the gate-drain spacing are 0.5 μm and 

0.84 μm respectively, the gate1 (G1)-to-gate2 (G2) distance is 0.5 μm. 

We draw in Figure 3 the energy band diagram in term of the conduction band energy at 

thermodynamic equilibrium along the vertical direction of the AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN/GaN/BGaN HEMT. 

From Figure 3, we observed that the band diagram is correct, because the barrier height (marking the border 

between the Schottky contact and the ca layer) is 1 eV. In addition, the quantum well created by the 
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conduction band discontinuity at the heterojunctions interface between the channels and the confinement 

barrier have a sufficient depth for the electrons to occupy its energy levels.  
 

 

  
 

Figure 1. Topology of the proposed 

SGDC-HEMT with BGaN back-barriers 

Figure 2. Topology of the proposed  

DGDC- HEMT with BGaN back-barriers 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Conduction band of double-gate double-channel AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN/GaN/BGaN HEMT 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to validate our proposed structures, we compare our output characteristic simulation results 

as shown in Figure 4 with output characteristic simulation results reported by [32] in Figure 5 of single 

channel HEMT with BGaN back-barriers. Clearly, from Figures 4 and 5 and for all gate-source voltage, we 

observed a good similarity between our simulations results and the simulation results of [32]. Figures 6 and 7 

shows output current-voltage (I–V) characteristics for double-channel HEMT and double-gate double 

channel HEMT with BGaN back-barriers, respectively. The gate voltage range is from 0.0 to -5.0 V. We 

observed in Figures 6 and 7 a good pinch-off and saturation current characteristics for two proposed devices. 

Due to the incorporation of the second channel and BGaN as a confinement barrier in the structures, the 

double-channel HEMT and double-gate double-channel HEMT operated at higher gate-source and drain-

source voltage, which can enhance the current driving capability. From Figures 6 and 7, we can see at 

Vgs=0.0 V, the maximum saturation drain current for simple-gate double-channel HEMT and double-gate 

double-channel HEMT were 0.7 A and 0.6 A, respectively. These values of the maximum saturation drain 

current indicate that our obtained results are one of the highest reported values compared to [33], [34] and 

proves the efficacy of the proposed designs. 
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Figure 4. Our simulated output characteristics of 

AlGaN/GaN/BGaN HEMT 

Figure 5. Simulated output characteristics of 

AlGaN/GaN/BGaN HEMT [32] 

 

 

  
  

Figure 6. Simulated output characteristics of 

simple-gate double-channel HEMT with BGaN 

back-barriers 

Figure 7. Simulated output characteristics of double-

gate double-channel HEMT with BGaN back-barriers 

 

 

Figure 8 depicts the transfer characteristics for three heterostructures: simple-gate simple-channel 

(SGSC), simple-gate double-channel (SGDC) and double-gate double-channel (DGDC) HEMT with BGaN 

back-barriers, the drain voltage fixed at 15 V, and the gate voltage range is from 1.0 to -10.0 V. As shown in 

Figure 8, we note that the threshold voltage (Vth) decreases from -4.27 V (threshold voltage of SGSCBB 

HEMT) to -5.91 V (threshold voltage of SGDCBB HEMT), which makes it possible to increase the carrier 

density of the two-dimensional electron gas (2-DEG), and consequently leads to an increase in the 

performance of devices in term of power. Also, we note that the device double-gate double-channel HEMT 

with back-barriers (DGDCBB HEMT) presents a Very small threshold voltage shift is equal to -4.95 V which 

due to an excellent control of the channel.  

Figure 9 illustrate the gate-source current versus the gate-source voltage of simple-gate simple-

channel back-barriers HEMT (SGSCBB HEMT), simple-gate double-channel back-barriers HEMT 

(SGDCBB HEMT) and double-gate double-channel back-barriers HEMT (DGDCBB HEMT) at Vds=15 V. 

From Figure 9, we can see that very low gate leakage current is observed in these devices confirming an 

electron injection into the buffer layer (AlGaN) and suppressing a surface leakage problem for the 

AlGaN/GaN HEMT with BGaN back-barriers structure. In particular, in the double-gate double-channel 

HEMT with BGaN back barriers exhibit favorable device performance in term of reduction and alleviated of 

the current collapse. 

Figure 10 presents the variation of the transconductance (Gm) as a function of gate-source voltage 

of simple-gate simple-channel back-barriers HEMT (SGSCBB HEMT), simple-gate double-channel back-
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barriers HEMT (SGDCBB HEMT) and double-gate-double-channel back-barriers HEMT (DGDCBB 

HEMT), the bias applied to the drain is 15 V. The simulated double-gate double-channel HEMT with BGaN 

back barriers exhibit a maximum transconductance of 124 mS/mm at 0.0 V gate-source voltage. 

To investigate high frequency characteristics of the devices, S-parameters were simulated with Atlas 

from Silvaco software. Figures 11 and 12 depicts the variation of the current gain (H21) and unilateral power 

gain versus frequency on a logarithmic scale at the room temperature, the bias applied to the drain is 15 V, 

for DGDCBB HEMT, the polarizations applied to the first gate (G1) and the second gate (G2) are 0.0 V and 

4 V, respectively. For SGSCBB HEMT and SGDCBB HEMT, the bias applied to the gate is 0.0 V. From 

Figure 11, the cutoff frequency value for simple-gate simple-channel back-barriers HEMT (SGSCBB 

HEMT), simple-gate double-channel back-barriers HEMT (SGDCBB HEMT) and double-gate-double-

channel back-barriers HEMT (DGDCBB HEMT) is, respectively, 124 GHz, 110 GHz and 94 GHz. From 

Figure 12, a maximum oscillation frequency for simple-gate simple-channel back-barriers HEMT (SGSCBB 

HEMT), simple-gate double-channel back-barriers HEMT (SGDCBB HEMT) and double-gate-double-

channel back-barriers HEMT (DGDCBB HEMT) is, respectively, 92 GHz, 115 GHz and 170 GHz. These 

values of cutoff frequency and maximum oscillation frequency indicate that our obtained results are one of 

the highest reported values compared to the value reached in state of art for similar devices [33], [34]. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 8. Transfer characteristics of SGSCBB HEMT, 

SGDCBB HEMT and DGDCBB HEMT at  

𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 15 V 

Figure 9. Gate-source current variation of the gate-

source voltage in SGSCBB HEMT, SGDCBB 

HEMT and DGDCBB HEMT at 𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 15 V 

 

 

  
   

Figure 10. Transconductance versus the gate-source 

voltage of SGSCBB HEMT, SGDCBB HEMT and 

DGDCBB HEMT at 𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 15 𝑉 

Figure 11. Current gain (H21) of SGSCBB HEMT, 

SGDCBB HEMT and DGDCBB HEMT at  

𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 15 𝑉 
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Figure 12. Unilateral power gain (UT) of SGSCBB HEMT, SGDCBB HEMT and  

DGDCBB HEMT at 𝑉𝑑𝑠 = 15 V 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we presented the isothermal results of the DC and RF performances of the simple-

gate simple-channel back-barriers HEMT (SGSCBB HEMT), simple-gate double-channel back-barriers 

HEMT (SGDCBB HEMT) and double-gate double-channel back-barriers HEMT (DGDCBB HEMT) taking 

into account the technological parameters in our simulations by using two dimensional device simulator Atlas 

of TCAD Silvaco. In comparison to SGSCBB HEMT the proposed devices double-gate double-channel 

back-barriers HEMT (DGDCBB HEMT) with a gate length of 250 nm exhibits a maximum drain current of 

0.7 A/mm and 0.6 A/mm, a threshold voltage of -5.91 V and -4.95 V, respectively, a maximum 

transconductance of 124 mS mm-1 for DGDCBB HEMT, also a very low gate leakage current is observed in 

our proposed devices. Furthermore, a cutoff frequency of 94 GHz and a maximum frequency of oscillation 

170 GHz were achieved which are better than similar technological parameters devices. The both  

double-channel double-gate and simple-gate double-channel back-barrier devices exhibits favorable devices 

performance in term of reduction and alleviated of the current collapse. All these excellent performance 

improvement suggest that our novel double-gate double-channel HEMT with BGaN back is a good candidate 

which offer attractive results for high power and high frequencies applications. 
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